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Mark Fairnington is probably not a ﬂ ower painter. 
 Water Lily
1
Were we to set his paintings alongside some illustri-
ous predecessors, who deﬁ nitely did do ﬂ owers, from 
Rachel Ruysch to Joseph Redouté, Claude Monet or, 
perhaps, to Elizabeth Blackadder, I guess this work 
might seem to lack legitimacy; morality even. Just a 
casual glance at these paintings catches me with dismay, 
as if I had never known how to discern between immo-
rality and the amoral, for the ﬂ owers seem to reek of 
both. These images resist any conventions in the pre-
sentation and nomenclature of ﬂ owers, of the language 
of ﬂ owers, even of the rudiments of ﬂ ower arranging
The Deaths Head Hawkmoth
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as it might be taught in an evening class. The water lily 
jars in its profusion of mistaken foliage, the moth set 
alongside as if for some an undeterminable comparison, 
of colour or of size, or some other order of signs, in the ab-
stracted, waterless world that suffocates any memory we 
might hold of the Nymphéas of Giverny, at the Orangerie 
in Paris, in their all too watery obviousness and story-
telling sentiment. Syncretic too the Deaths Head Hawk-
moth, dry beside sticky oriﬁ ces that gape and glisten, 
without for all that offering a sexual relation, unless the 
attachment of the cricket to a tendril, or a couple of but-
terﬂ ies, holds the key to how we might hold to all of this
The Love Bird
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and know that, with these ﬂ owers, or leaves which, 
unlike the lilies of the ﬁ eld, in the Gospel of Saint 
Matthew, passionately ‘care then for raiment’, utterly 
and without shame golden, how they look can never be 
as insigniﬁ cant as a gift of nature, of a design more 
intelligent than that of the human hand forming the 
tendrils that connect the desire of daydream to the 
unconscious as a phantasm the visible. So death and 
love, in their old conjunction of the Flowers of Evil now 
slip into simple contiguity, death-moth, love-bird, each 
no more than elements of a sentence that might never 
be ﬁ nished, any more than these grounds of pale and 
black mean anything more than that the brush must 
touch some surface to make things visible.
The Golden Leaves
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 Here black and then again black; these surfaces, from 
black through to whites, with some broken tones, are puz-
zling; puzzling because they are at once background and 
foreground; they sustain and, we suspect, they efface; 
there is something hidden beneath them, perhaps just 
absent. They accomplish this duplicity this without any 
obvious gesture of painterly expression or expressiveness, 
without any evident demand on an emotion, such as the 
fear of loss; black, then black, nothing more; leaves, insects, 
ﬁ gures from some little known thesaurus of nature – 
that could not be drawn together were their integument 
not out of sight. Sense is forced before it’s made, its 
hybridity takes time and process, something hinted at
The Invisible Tree
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in this title; though not what kind of a tree this is. For 
what we see are symptoms for a tree, a tree without a 
proper name, with no location in the annals of botani-
cal science. Biology is not destiny here, nor botany, nor 
entomology; just invisibility. Nor, despite the unusually 
intense relation of the title and the image, this exac-
erbated, arbitrary, deluded and self-consoling preci-
sion, can we envisage the link between the ﬁ gures as 
analogous to that of the words. Flowers, leaves and 
moth don’t adhere in the same way that do the three 
words, just as the split between the improbably dif-
ferent ways of painting the golden leaves and their 
two kinds of ﬂ ower undermines the fact-like thing 
of their being there together in the ﬁ rst place, for 
Cuculidae Slipper Orchid
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in any reasonable and reasoned scheme for the clas-
siﬁ cation of natural phenomena, these plants and 
creatures can only come together at the design of 
a painter who has renounced nature, utterly, de-
cisively; and who, in a kind of indecision, so as to 
speak, between some colours, invites these apparent-
ly natural forms and bodies to act as a surface and
The Parrot Plant
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share something I am calling a destiny, which is to be 
at the disposal of an unusual range of very ﬁ ne brushes; 
for there seems here to be no destiny for nature other 
than other than of adapting to the shape and the size of 
a brush, the colours it deposits, a work of ﬁ nish that is 
as conclusive in its invitation to penetrate the surface 
as it is in its subsequent, hermetic refusal of the gaze. 
At the same time these grounds of dark and light, be 
they behind or before the ﬁ gures, before or after them,
Turaco Green Lady
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stand in for light, or for some notion that the painter 
has of how or why light is needed to see what he has 
done without resorting to an idea either of source or 
some other convention, such as the lightlessness of sci-
entiﬁ c illustration, to the light of the sun slanted in an 
imaginary space, or the light of the sun or an electric 
light falling on the receptors of a digital camera, or an 
invented light painted to explore an epistemology of cut 
ﬂ owers as with Rachel Ruysch, or a truthfully blank 
and neutral background; all of which would only refer 
us back to objective nature, natura naturans. 
Coucal Cattleya
9
 This is one of the ways in which a painting, or 
another way of making art, can elide or sidestep phi-
losophy. Were I pushed to make some kind of deci-
sion about what we see in these works, is it nature 
being itself, or nature completed – an expression of 
its maker’s name, I would say that it is neither, that it 
slips between these and restores to us a certain capac-
ity to think and feel what it is that regards us. But
The Tiger Swallowtail Plant
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there is no principle at play here, no rule at all. The 
combinations of different forms of life are unlimited 
in their burgeoning activity as in their decay and
Morpho Menelaus Plant
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I know about the collage and its disappearance, and 
I suppose that this knowledge should not be allowed 
to determine or to skew our seeing of an image. For 
that these strange conjunctions are the leftovers of 
a photographic composition, a collage that means 
nothing more than the contiguity of its plants or birds 
or insects, and also a montage that generates newly 
nameable flowers with their birds and moths and 
butterﬂ ies, is really neither here nor there. The here 
and there is rather the matter of something we guess,
A Line of Points
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a hidden asymmetry. In the early 90’s Mark Fairnington 
painted over Flemish Madonnas, so that excised from 
their own visibility and devotional grounding, they 
became another ground for the eventual emergence of 
the work as a one-day empty surface, the model of an 




 I had thought, before this, that the white and the black, 
or next an acid yellow, was a slight matter, just a way to 
tilt the our seeing in favour of the withered, the golden 
and of what is fading out; to give death a chance, so as 
to speak, on an imagined border of an abject presence 
or remainder, which is what we see, and its vanished 
origin, what has been covered over or just left out. 
Flirt (six butterfl ies)
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 There is some troubling evidence for this in the way 
that the birds are suspended before their ﬂ owers without 
quite reaching them, not in a suspended movement, 
but in the suspension of movement itself, specimens 
removed from a glass case or an illustrated history of 
nature; insects clinging repetitively to a nonsensical 
stem of incompatible blooms not in the crazed genetic 
mutations of a science ﬁ ction, but in the lower, more 
reasonable key of an unsettling but appealing truth. 
Glossy Starling Plant
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 Now I see more clearly why Freud wrote that the 
heimliche and the unheimliche, the homely and the 
uncanny, are the same kind of thing and are co-depen-
dent. I recall a display in the Paris Museum of Natural 
History that was queerly more like these paintings than 
the archives of the South Kensington Museum, from 
which Mark Fairnington has drawn so much material. 
It was a vertical, screen-like case; it contained small 
specimens that were only a fragment of DNA the one 
from another, and two of the closest were a feathery 
stem of grass and a spider.
Cuckoo Moth
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 Once the dust is shaken once off these samples 
of the inexistent, then the colours glow, as they had 
never done, like the colours of a Titian that has been 
over-restored and so brought (back) to a new life. And,
The Four Hummingbirds
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as here, another borderline is smudged, between energy 
and entropy, in a gesture that invokes neither the 
ecology of a life cycle nor allegory, although there is 
another, or many another painting that resembles these,
The Insect’s Bite
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such as a still life of about 1600 by Juan Sanchez Cotan, 
which shows a quince and a melon, suspended at differ-
ent heights on strings against a dark background, in a 
shallow stone alcove, while on the shelf below them and 
above a signature, lie a two thirds open cantaloupe melon, 
with a step of a half slice cut into it and a whole slice 
beside it, slightly over the edge, ﬂ esh severed from skin 
towards the point of the slice and, beside it to the right, a 
whole gherkin, its tip casting a pointed shadow below the 
edge, as the whole ensemble of vegetable, fruit and stone is
Roadrunner Zygopetalum
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bathed in a sharp light cutting the image, making the 
image, at an angle of about 45° from top left, while in 
another work these elements are joined by a gourd at 
bottom left, and four dead birds hanging by their beaks 
in ascending order of size from left to right so that the 
last, an immense duck, part obscures the gherkin, all 
cut by the same harsh brightness. Are they an allegory 
of indifference, of painting’s indifference to its subject, do 
they symbolise the aridity of easy plenitude? That they
The Insect Eating Plant
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seem to proceed by accretion at ﬁ rst seems to differ-
entiate them from Mark Fairnington, who leads us to 
believe that he, on the contrary, has subtracted some-
thing from the scene, and that, maybe, this is the mise-
en-scène itself. Once, in modern art, the transparency 
of collage and montage was the sign of a certain ethical 
and political value, called reﬂ exivity, self-reﬂ ection; 
and Mark Fairnington, in taking it from the image 
that started out from it, turns this virtue over into the 
realm of the uncanny. The circle of vision and reﬂ ection 
spirals out of control and puzzles reﬂ exivity; between 
Mark Fairnington and Cotan integument and undoing 
turn around one another without a resolution.
Dead Leaves
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 As in Dead Leaves and then Flirt, indeed; the dead 
leaves, like so much of the foliage or the wings and feath-
ers in this work, other than where they are schematised 
and ﬂ attened, ﬂ irt with the space of a light that has been 
reduced to a necessity; curling in and out of nothing, 
each foreshortened fragment becomes improbable.
Flirt (tortoiseshell)
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 As does this last tulip brought out of the beginning of 
the Dutch eighteenth century, where its unfathomable 
gradations of luminescence and form once articulated 
the complex procedures of combination, of plant with 
plant, of plant with fruit with insect life or reptiles, with 
subtle transformations of the dark and darker still tones 
of background, of glazes that play microscopic games 
with the source, direction and emergence of light. This 
tulip, with its almost obscene companions, reminds us of 
what it now hides us from, in a suspended and unending 
satisfaction of what we can never have, have back.
 Wherefore if god so clothe the grass, which is today in 
the ﬁ eld, and tomorrow shall be cast into the furnace: 
shall he not much more do the same unto you, o ye of 
little faith?
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